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Abstract
This paper describes a system that traces handwriting
on paper document under overlooking video camera. This
work is motivated to capture annotations on paper
documents written by ordinary pen as an input to computer.
As the trajectory of the pen tip is extracted from the video,
each part of the trajectory is classified as ‘pen-down’ or
‘pen-up’, according to whether the part makes a dark line.
Detecting written inks is not simple when handwriting is
made over printed documents. Because written inks may
fall on dark regions of the document and often overlap
previously written inks, simple background checking may
not work on dark regions. So, we interpolated the
decisions at the entering and the exiting of the dark region.
The system makes two-level decisions to achieve both
speed and accuracy. The classifier makes quick decisions
based on local information in order not to lose pen trace.
The local pen up-down decisions are corrected in the
global point of view when the whole information of the
writing process is available, such as when the hand is out
of the view. Experimental result shows that the system
detects handwritings accurately even on printed documents.
Keywords: online handwriting trace, annotation detection,
pen-based interface

1. Introduction
Handwriting is the most natural ways of input to
computers. However, needed are special input devices
such as tablets, styluses, and Anoto-like pen and papers [5].
Capturing handwriting by video camera is an attractive
alternative because the system would allow the user to
write on a normal paper with a normal pen.
By such a technology, we envisioned that handwritten
annotations and markers are recorded as a new layer
associated with the document. It opens new interesting
applications which are needed to transfer handwriting trace
to others through internet. For example, a student’s
solution on an exercise sheet can be transferred to a remote
teacher through network. Then it may be overlaid on the
same exercise sheet on the teacher’s monitor. We may also
imagine that handwriting is transferred to a teller in a bank
during a customer filling out a slip. Then the information

of the customer is known to the teller before he or she
shows up in front of the teller with the written slip. So, the
processing time would be reduced.
A few studies have been reported for obtaining
handwriting trace (i.e. the writing order of the handwriting)
from a video image sequence [2,6,7,9,10]. The previous
works have dealt with handwritings on blank paper. So,
they may not be able to detect annotations or marks on
preprinted papers. We challenge to online recover of
handwriting traces not only on blank papers but also on
papers of printed text and diagrams.
There are two major challenges to meet our goal. The
first is that written ink should be detected even when they
are written on dark region. Tracing written inks should not
be interrupted by printed ink.
The second is to meet the real-time online processing
constraint. Each frame should be processed before next
frame comes (within 20ms). Otherwise, the next frame
would be lost and the pen trace would be inaccurate.
For the online processing requirement, the previous
works utilized only locally available information and,
therefore, inevitably showed a bit inaccurate tracing result
[6,7,9]. We overcame such inaccuracy by using a twolevel decision making. Quick local decisions by the online
processing are confirmed or corrected in the global point
of view. The global checking is performed with enough
time when the hand is completely out of the camera view.
By the two-level approach, we achieved both speed and
accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, the overall architecture of our system is presented. The
local online processing is described in section 3 and 4,
where section 3 is for the pen tip tracing process and
section 4 is for the pen up/down classification process.
Section 5 describes the global confirmation step. Section 6
presents experimental results in an evaluation set up.
Finally, conclusion is followed in section 7.

2. System Overview
Our system is composed of a writing space and a video
camera overlooking the space. The camera captures image
sequences while the user writes by a normal pen on the
paper in the writing space. Then the captured image
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Figure 1(a) shows
seqquence captured by the cam
mera. At first, the very fiirst
imaage of no haands in is savved as a refeerence image as
shoown in figuree 1(b). If the pen is deteccted, the systeem
locates the pen tiip, gets pen traace fragment, and classifiess it
p
or penn-down movem
ment. The possition of the pen
p
as pen-up
tip in the next fraame is predictted by a Kalm
man filter [1] and
a
t
the pen tip seaarch is perforrmed in the vicinity of the
preedicted region.. If the pen tipp is not found in the predictted
area, the system
m tries to findd the pen tip from the enttire
imaage. These prrocesses are repeated untiil the pen exxits
from
m the writinng space. Allthough locall pen-up/-dow
wn
classsification caan recover hhandwriting trace promptly
durring writing, thhe result is soomewhat inacccurate becausee it
is based
b
on onlyy the informaation obtained
d at the curreent
imaage frame. Ass we mentioneed earlier, the global pen-upp/dow
wn correction module is caalled when thee pen exits froom
the writing space. Figure 1(d)) shows the trrajectory befoore
he result of the
t
the classificationn and figure 1(e) shows th
gloobal correctionn.
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moodule is calleed to track tthe pen tip. By connectiing
seqquentially the position
p
of thee pen tip in eaach video fram
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we can get a com
mplete trajectoory of the penn tip as shownn in
figuure 1(d). The pen tracking result counteed correct if itt is
witthin 2 pixel rannge.
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Figure 1. (a) Block diagram
d
of the system. (b)
Reference image.
i
(c) Im
mage captured by the cam
mera.
(d) Pen traje
ectory. (e) Pen
n-down stroke
es.

Based onn operational scenarios, seeveral requireements
and assumptiions are madee for developiing our system
m. The
first is that thhe camera shoould be properrly located so that it
can see the pen head durring writing. The second is that
g
enough not to make strong shadoow on
lighting is good
written ink area. The thhird is that thhe paper on which
handwriting made is a normal docuument with bright
background and dark textt/diagrams, annd it is not moving
m
h
a
during writinng. The last iss that the pen head should have
conical shape with a distiinctive color from the paper and
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Figure 2. (a) Im
F
mage with a pen.
p
(b) Detec
cted pen head.
(cc) Two longesst side lines. (d) Triangularr model of the
e
pen head.

The first step
p of the pen tipp detection is finding the pen
p
heaad area. Our process is bassically a colorr matching. The
T
color of the pen head is modeeled before using it. In ordder
ght intensity, a
to be robust onn the variatioon of the lig
B value is useed in the placce of raw RG
GB.
norrmalized RGB
Thaat is, we work
k in the (r, g) sspace instead of the (R, G, B)
spaace. The colorr distribution oof the pen heaad is modeled as
Gauussian. If thee pixel’s proobability of being
b
pen heead
bassed on the colo
or is higher thhan a threshold
d Tp, the pixell is
connsidered as a foreground
f
pixxel as shown in
i figure 2(b)..
The pen headd is assumed tto have a conical shape. Thuus,
afteer selecting the
t two side lines of thee pen head, the
t
triaangular model of the pen head can bee derived as in

figure 2(c). Then, the pen
p tip locatio
on is selected
d on the
center line (dotted line in figure 2(d))) by consideering the
relative pen
n tip location from the pen head.
h

3.2. Kalm
man Predicttion
The mo
ost likely posittion of the pen
n tip on the fo
ollowing
frame can be predictedd based on its current position,
p
nd acceleratioon. Since thee prediction may
m not
velocity an
accurately indicate the exact positio
on, search pro
ocess is
f
the exact position from
m the predicted
d region.
needed to find
Good prediiction yields reduction
r
on computing
c
tim
me, while
maintaining
g high detectiion accuracy. We use the Kalman
filter algorithm [1], espeecially the mo
odel used by Munich
& Perona [7].

4. Pen-u
up/-down C
Classificatioon
The co
omplete pen trajectory caannot show what is
written beecause it also
o contains th
he traces of pen-up
movement.. Thus, next process
p
is claassifying each
h part of
the pen traace as pen-upp or pen-dow
wn. As we meentioned
earlier, thee classification
n is preformeed in two step
ps: local
decision making and gloobal confirmattion.

4.1. Locaal Pen-up/-d
down Classiffication
Pen-down scoore
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delay1, with a hope
h
that the writing hand is sufficiently
y far
aw
way from the part of the im
mage under anaalysis [9].
Because 3D
D position of pen tip cannot be detected
d by
of a trace seegment has to
onne camera, pen-up/-down
p
o be
innferred indirrectly from whether thee trace segm
ment
generates ink or not. How
wever, the daark region, caalled
prrinted ink, already
a
exists in the docu
ument before the
w
writing,
so the current im
mage frame allone cannot give
en
nough inform
mation to distinnguish written
n ink from priinted
innk. To extracct the writtenn ink, the reference imag
ge is
needed which has
h been saved before the start
s
of the wriiting.
Around thee trace segmennt, region of interest
i
is deffined
onn the current image
i
and thee reference im
mage, respectiv
vely.
T
Then
the pixeel value differrence betweeen two region
ns is
co
omputed to search
s
writtenn ink. The th
hreshold of pixel
p
value differencce is computeed by Otsu’s method [8]. The
her differencee than a threshold value are
piixels of high
reegard as writtten ink pixell. This appro
oach compenssates
w for variatiions in the lighhting conditio
well
ons.
The likelih
hood as beinng pen-down is based on the
diistance betweeen the trace segment and written inks. If a
trrace segment is a pen-downn movement, written ink piixels
w
would
be foun
nd on or nearr the trace seegment. The penp
down score off the pixel is determined by
b the distancce to
thhe nearest wriitten ink pixell computed allong the direcction
perpendicular to
t the trace seegment as shown in figure 3(d).
3
T score by distance
The
d
has been set empirrically as the table
t
inn figure 3(b). Relatively high scores are given to the
piixels in distaance 1 and 2,, so that the one or two pixel
p
errrors of pen trracking result can be absorb
bed.
The pen-do
own likelihoood of a tracee segment is the
sccore averaged
d over its ppixel scores. Then, we ap
pply
thhresholding to
o classify the ttrace segmentt as pen-down
n. If
thhe score is greeater than the threshold Tscoore 2, we classiify it
ass pen-down.

4.2. Hidden
n Ink Restorration
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(c)
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Figure 3.
3 (a) Image of
o the n next frame
f
which avoids
a
occlusion
ns. (b) Pixel pen-down
p
sco
ores by distan
nce to
the neare
est written inkk. Empirically decided.
d
(c) Written
W
ink Extra
acting process
s. (d) Distance
e to nearest written
w
ink pixel. The gray line
e is digitized trace
t
segmen
nt. The
arrows arre pointing the
e nearest written ink pixels.

The uniit of local pen
n-up/-down cllassification iss a trace
segment which
w
is defineed as a line segment
s
betw
ween pen
tips of two
o consecutive frames. In orrder to avoid frequent
f
occlusions by the pen head or thee writer’s haand, we
he classificatiion process after a certaain time
perform th

Not all thee written ink pixels can bee detected by
y the
method describ
m
bed in sectionn 4.1. As show
wn in the leftm
most
im
mage of figurre 4(a), the w
written ink ov
verwritten on
n the
prrinted characcter is not deetected. We call
c it hiddenn ink
prroblem. Hidd
den ink refers to the written ink overwritten
onn a dark regio
on.
Hidden in
nk may cauuse errors in
i pen-up/-d
down
cllassification of
o a trace segm
ment. As show
wn in figure 4(a),
4
thhe trace segmeent (denoted bby the solid lin
ne) is truly a penp
down segmentt but classifiedd as pen-up, because theree are
not enough written
w
ink piixels around it. This kind
d of
m
misclassificatio
on can be corrrected by dettecting hidden
n ink
piixels and resto
oring them intto written ink..
It is impossible to tell w
whether a stro
oke is overwritten
onn the dark reg
gion by dark ppencil. Howev
ver, it is natural to
thhink the writteen line has go
one through th
he character ‘s’ in
1
2

We set the deelay to approximately 2 seco
ond; 100 fram
mes
we set Tscore to
o 0.7

the example of figure 4(a)). We use such
h human know
wledge
to detect hid
dden ink. We interpolated the
t decisions at the
entering and the exiting off the dark regiion into the on
nes on
the dark region.

Figgure 5(d) show
ws strokes seggmented from the trajectory
y in
figu
ure 5(b).
Make trace segments to strokes

Mapping eaach written ink piixel to
onee of the strokes
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Figure 4. (a) Example of
o hidden ink. The
T solid line is a
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ample of connecting lines. (c)
trace segm
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The rule of hidden inkk restoration is
i as follows. Lines
are formed connecting
c
thee nearest writtten inks togetther as
in figure 4(b)). Then, we reestore written ink pixels alo
ong the
connecting liines if they sattisfy the next two condition
ns:
•
•

Cond
dition 1: Thee direction of the connectin
ng line
is sim
milar to that of the trace seg
gment.
Cond
dition 2: Thee connecting line
l
is covered
d with
printted ink and/or written ink.

By the prrocess, hiddenn ink pixels aree restored to written
w
ink pixel as shown
s
in figuure 4(c). The trrace segment which
was classified as pen-up iss now classified correctly as
a pendown.

5. Globall Pen-up/-d
down Correection
The resu
ult of local pen-up/-down
p
classification
n may
have errors because
b
it is based on a single frame. Figure
F
5(c) shows the local cllassification result
r
of the trace
a
point at the
segments in figure 5(b). The small arrows
local classificcation errors. The main so
ource of the errrors is
that a written
n ink may oveerlap previoussly written traaces. If
a pen-up tracce goes throuugh a written ink area, it may
m be
misclassified
d as pen-down
n because maany written in
nks are
around, as sh
hown in the eexamples at th
he lower left corner
of ‘a’ and left part off ‘b’ of fig
gure 5(b). Su
uch a
misclassificaation cannot be avoideed in the local
classification
n stage in whhich trace seg
gment is the unit
u of
the classificaation decisionn and decision
ns are made without
w
a global view
w.
For the global
g
correctiion step, a strroke is defineed as a
sequence of trace segmen
nts of the sam
me type. A pen-up
p
nt is combin
ned with adjaacent pen-up
p trace
trace segmen
segments to form a pen-upp stroke, whille a pen-down
n trace
w
adjacen
nt pen-down trace
segment is combined with
own stroke. Small
S
gaps aree filled
segments to form a pen-do
ong stroke. However, a strroke is separaated at
preferring lo
high curvatu
ure point belieeving that two
o strokes may
y meet
at such a po
oint [3]. As thhe stroke is used
u
as the unit
u of
classification
n, complete pen
p trajectory
y is segmenteed into
strokes and each
e
stroke is classified eith
her pen up or down.

no

Decide thee stroke as
pen
n-up

(a
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Figure 5. (a) Block
F
B
diagram of global corrrection phase.
(b
b) Pen trackin
ng result (c) Lo
ocal classification result. (d))
S
Strokes.
Successive stroke
es are indicate
ed alternating
g
c
colors.
(e) Exa
ample of stroke region den
noted by gray
y
a
area.
The stro
oke is denote
ed by the thin
n line (pen-up
p
s
stroke).
(f) Example of stroke regio
on (pen-down
n
s
stroke).
(g) Glo
obal correction
n result.

To correct lo
ocal classificaation errors, each
e
written ink
i
pixxel finds the sttroke which has
h generated it, based on the
t
assuumption that a written innk pixel has been generatted
from
m only one sttroke. Figure 5(a) shows th
he processes. At
firsst, a stroke reegion is defined as the areaa within certaain
widdth around thee stroke. Exam
mples of the stroke regions of
pen
n-up stroke an
nd pen down-sstroke are show
wn in figure 5(e)
5
and
d (f), respectiv
vely. Each off the written in
nk pixels in th
hat
strooke region sh
hould map innto a pen-dow
wn stroke. Iff a
wriitten ink pixel maps intoo more than two pen-dow
wn
strookes, the winning
w
strokke is determ
mined by the
t
con
nfidence meassure of being ppen-down.
The confiden
nce measure P of a stroke d to be pen-dow
wn
is defined
d
combiining three inddependent feattures as,

P ( L , R , Q | d ) = P ( L | d ) ⋅ P ( R | d ) ⋅ P (Q | d )

(1)

where L is the length
l
of the stroke, R is the written ink
i
pixxel ratio of thee stroke regionn, and Q is a score reflectiing
dessired continuality of the sam
me type

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Examples of classificattion result. (a
a) Images afte
er writing. (b)) Complete pe
en trajectories
s. (c) Local
classific
cation results. (d) Global corrrection results
s.

Eq. 1 iss designed to ssatisfy the folllowing conditions:
•
•

•

Condition 1: The longer pen-down
C
p
stro
oke gets
h
higher
confideence. (related to
t L)
C
Condition
2: A stroke which
w
has thee higher
w
written
ink pix
xel ratio in th
he stroke region gets
h
higher
confideence. (related to
t R)
C
Condition
3: A stroke getss higher confidence if
itt is between ppen-down strok
kes (related to
o Q)

An instance of the
t
above confidence measure
m
n is as follow
ws. All of th
he written ink
k pixels
comparison
mapped in
nto the stroke in figure 5(e) also map into the
stroke in figure 5(f). T
The pen-dow
wn confidencee of the
gure 5(e) is 0..073 and that of the stroke in
i figure
stroke in fig
5(f) is 0.64
45, so the writtten ink pixelss maps into th
he stroke
in figure 5(f).
5
This is w
what we expeected. Also a pen-up
stroke is haardly to be peen-down, as no
n written ink pixel is
around it.
m
each
h written ink pixel to onee of the
After mapping
strokes, eacch stroke is classified acco
ording to the mapping
m
result. If a stroke obtainns enough maapping instancces, it is
a a pen-down
n stroke. In th
he above exam
mple, the
classified as
stroke in figure
fi
5(e) is classified as a pen-up stro
oke as it
does not ob
btain any map
pping instance. The one in
i figure
5(f) is classsified as a pen
n-down strokee as it obtainss enough
mapping in
nstances. Thaat is, the falsee pen-down stroke
s
is
corrected to
t a pen-up stroke. As a result of thee global
correction, more accuraate classificattion is resultted. The
errors in figure
fi
5(c) aree corrected in
n the result sh
hown in
figure 5(g)..

prrinted documents. A trace segment was used as a un
nit of
ev
valuation and
d we obtainedd the ground truth
t
by manu
ually
cllassifying eacch of the trace segments in
n the video clips.
c
T
Table
1 show
ws the result of the experiment. Figurre 6
diisplays the ressult of classifiications on tw
wo test data.
Table 1. Pen--up/-down classsification results

Truth
Pen-up
Pen-down

Local classificaation
( # of trace segm
ments )
Pen-up
Penn-down
2044
706
118
22690

Accuracy

Local
L
classificatioon (%)
85.16

Result

Gloobal correction
( # off trace segments )
Pen--up
Pen-dow
wn
272
23
27
46
6
2755

(a) Confu
usion matrix
Globaal correction (%)
98.68

(b) A
Accuracy

Although th
he result of loocal classificattion is inaccu
urate,
itt is not hard to
o read what iss written throu
ugh the result (see
thhe figure 6(c))) as most of the errors arre false pen-d
down
an
nd they occur near the writtten ink areas.
m local claassification errrors are correected
However, most
byy the global correction.
c
Alm
most all false pen-down stro
okes
arre corrected and
a two third of the false pen-up
p
strokess are
co
orrected. The second row of
o figure 6(c) and (d) showss the
caase when wriitten ink pixells map into a pen-up strok
ke to
co
orrect its classsification becaause no otherr pen-down strroke
iss near the strok
ke.

6. Experimental R
Result
The meethods describbed in section 3, 4 and 5 haave been
implementeed in C++ connsidering a reaal-time operattion on a
Pentium D 3.00GHz PC with a HVR--2300C video camera.
xels at a
The camerra has spatial resolution off 640x480 pix
frequency of
o 50Hz. The writing spacee visible by th
he video
camera cov
vers an area of approximateely 14x17 cm2 so that
the writing
g of multiple w
word instancees or annotatio
ons on a
part of a do
ocument can be
b observed.
In ordeer to evaluatee the perform
mance of the pen-up/p
down classsification, we collected 11 video
v
clips containing
various typ
pes of handwriiting in Englissh, Korean, diiagrams,
numbers, and
a mathemattical formulass on several types
t
of

Figure 7. Example
E
of h
hidden ink restoration erro
or.
Each image
e shows the rreference ima
age, the imag
ge
after writing
g, the comple
ete pen traje
ectory and th
he
written ink im
mage, respectiively.

We found some undeesirable casess. Some pen
n-up
movements coiincidentally saatisfy the hidd
m
den ink condittions
inn section 4.2 and falsely restore writteen ink. As in
n the
ex
xample in fig
gure 7, the penn-up movemeent going overr ‘p’
(ddenoted by white
w
line in tthe lower lefft image) resttores
w
written
ink pix
xels although tthere is no acctual writing on
o it.
T
This
causes misclassificatioon of the pen--up stroke to penp

down. We found that a large portion of errors remaining
after global correction falls in this case.

7. Conclusion
Motivated to capture annotations on paper documents
written by ordinary pen as an input to computer, we
designed and implemented a video-based handwriting
tracing system which can extract in real-time handwritings
written on printed document. From an overlooking video
camera image sequences, pen trajectories are extracted as a
sequence of trace segments in the local decision process.
When the hand exits from the view, pen trajectories are
confirmed or corrected by the global decision process,
converting the trace segment sequence into a sequence of
strokes with a pen-up/-down class label.
In an evaluation set up, we confirmed our system
works reasonably well. It correctly classifies trace segment
in 85.16% accuracy in the local classification and in 98.68%
in the global classification. The two-level decision is found
very effective to achieve both speed and accuracy.
To be more acceptable, the system should handle the
movement of background paper during writing and be
more robust for severe lighting variations.
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